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awards for the film were presented at the 2010 filmfare awards in india, where it won five of its eight
nominations and was named the best film of the year. a number of critics have praised the film for
its visual effects and storyline, and for being a more faithful interpretation of the mahabharata than
pandavas. the filmfare awards were sponsored by star tv. the indian express gave the film 5 stars
out of 5, and stated that it is a "better film than the pandavas". the film is set in a future of parallel
earths, one populated by an immortal warrior, zod, and his minions, and the other by the heroes of
the mahabharata, including arjuna, krishna, and draupadi. it is said to be the first hindi film to be

distributed by warner bros. in the film, zod is an immortal warrior who is born from a time machine,
while the mahabharat is the story of a war between good and evil. although he can kill with a single
bullet, the weapons of the main characters in the film are all fictitious. the characters are based on
the characters from the mahabharata: arjuna is based on arjuna, krishna is based on krishna, and
draupadi is based on draupadi. almacenamiento de fotografias download cd sony ericsson xperia
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